Learning Lodge Academy Uniform Policy
Garment

Monday – Thursday

Friday***

Tops

Dry fit t-shirt/long sleeve shirt with LLA logo*
Polo with LLA logo*
Sweatshirts or sweaters with LLA logo*
(NO jackets, hoodies, etc. without LLA logo)

School appropriate t-shirts.**
(NO halter tops, spaghetti strap shirts, tank tops, sleeveless shirts,
crop tops, or low cut tops are allowed.)

Bottoms

Tan, khaki, black or navy:
Pants, shorts, skirts, jumpers (fingertip length), or
leggings. (NO jeans or athletic shorts/pants)

Pants, shorts, skirts, jumpers, leggings, or dresses (fingertip
length).
(NO jeans with rips above the knee)

Shoes

Closed-toe shoes
(NO sandals or croc style shoes)

Closed-toe shoes
(NO sandals or croc style shoes)

Accessories

NO hats, hoods, or head covering (indoors), dangling NO hats, hoods, or head covering (indoors), dangling earrings,
earrings, make-up, or distracting hair color/styles
make-up, or distracting hair color/styles

*Learning Lodge Academy, tops with logos can only be purchased through the specified
vendor. Orders should be placed online. Visit the LLA website for a link to the specified vendor.
Students should order a minimum of one t-shirt and one-collared navy blue polo. School logos
are property of the school and marketing design company and therefore cannot be
duplicated or replicated in any way, shape, or form without prior written consent from both the
school and marketing company; and, may constitute dress code violation resulting in
consequences.
All students should maintain a high standard for their appearance by following the dress code.
Uniform clothing that shows wear (such as fading or stains) and/or tear (tattered or has holes)
are considered dress code violations. Repeated dress code violations will require
consequences that could include but is not limited to: warning, change of clothes, detention,
loss of privilege, referral, and in-school suspension.
**School appropriate t-shirts must be modest and consistent with school community standards.
The Principal, or designee, shall have the final authority on what is “school appropriate”.
***Freestyle Friday is a privilege that can be revoked at any time.
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